MYSTERY CROSSWORD

In Nancy Clancy, Secret of the Silver Key, Nancy and Bree play detectives
while trying to figure out what a mysterious key opens. Put your sleuthing skills
to the test by completing this crossword puzzle of words used in the book!
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DOWN:
1. A bond with someone
2. A promise
3. Lovely
4. A fancy word for mansion
5. An item that unlocks something

ACROSS:
6. To show
7. Someone who tries to solve mysteries
8. To intensely question someone
9. Something unknown
10. An old and valuable item

Answers: DOWN: 1. Friendship; 2. Oath; 3. Enchanting; 4. Estate; 5. Key; ACROSS: 6. Reveal; 7. Detective; 8. Interrogate; 9. Mystery; 10. Antique
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WEDDING WORDS

Fancy Nancy is lucky enough to attend a fabulous wedding in Fancy Nancy
and the Wedding of the Century. Learn the wedding lingo (that’s a fancy
word for language) by matching these wedding-related words with their
meanings so you’re all set once YOU get a wedding invite!

1.

TRADITION

3.

NUPTIAL

2.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

OCCASION
CEREMONY

RECEPTION
BOUQUET
VEIL

VOWS

NON TRADITIONAL

10. VENUE
11.

12.

ATTIRE

FIANCÉ

A. Promises from the bride and
groom to one another
B. Something new or unique
C. A special event
D. The event where the marriage
takes place
E. Clothes
F. The piece of fabric a bride
wears on her head
G. French for husband-to-be
H. A wedding
I. A bunch of flowers
J. Something special that is
passed down/repeated
K. A place
L. The party
Answers: 1. J, 2. C, 3. H, 4. D, 5. L, 6. I, 7. F, 8. A, 9. B, 10. K, 11. E, 12. G
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Explore the Fabulous Outdoors
In Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire!, Nancy and her best friend, Bree, have a notebook for writing field notes
about leaves, insects, birds, flowers, and butterflies. Can you help Nancy label the pictures in her notebook?

Spider

Bird

Butterfly

Leaf

Moth

Flower

B.

C.

A.

D.

F.
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A: Spider, B: Moth, C: Bird, D: Flower, E: Leaf, F: Butterfly

E.

Words Extraordinaire!
Help Nancy finish this crossword puzzle by filling in these fancy words in the numbered spaces below.

Across

Down

1. Parasol
3. Accurate
7. Wardrobe
8. Plume
9. Canine

1. Petite
2. Ooh la la
4. Observe
5. Fancy
6. Joyous
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9.
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THE NAME GAME
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Before you can open your own boutique, it’s essential that you
select a name and theme. For example, Fancy Nancy’s sister, JoJo, is mad about pirates, so her boutique
might carry pirate fashions and she might choose the name JoJo’s Fierce Pirate Emporium (that’s a fancy
word for store). Follow the steps below to help you choose a name and theme for your shop.

Start by thinking of what you’d like to sell in your store. Do you plan on selling lots of different types of one thing (like
either shoes or jewelry)? Or all different kinds of items (like clothing and accessories)? Will your store be elegant (that’s
a fancy word for, well, fancy!) or casual? Will the things you sell be expensive (that means they cost a lot) or reasonably
priced (that means they don’t)? Make a list here of all the items you plan to sell:

Then think about the style of your boutique. Will it be simple or fancy, expensive or modest, filled with the latest fashions
or more everyday items? What are your favorite colors and styles? Write down some notes here:

Now that you’ve decided what to sell and the style of your shop, it’s time to choose a name. Put down your top six choices
below, survey friends and family, and then pick a favorite!

MY BOUTIQUE WILL BE CALLED:
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LEARN TO SPEAK BOUTIQUE
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

CHIC
DESIGNER
FASHIONISTA
TRENDY
À LA MODE
PANACHE
VINTAGE
PASSÉ
MUST-HAVE
BOUTIQUE

A. The person who creates the fashions

B. Knowing about the latest trends

C. Distinctive and stylish

D. Something from the past

E. Absolutely essential

F. Totally out of fashion

G. A small shop

H. Someone who is very stylish

I. Elegant and fashionable

J. French for “in the current style”

Answers: 1. I, 2. A, 3. H, 4. B, 5. J, 6. C, 7. D, 8. F, 9. E, 10. G

1.
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If you’re going to be part
of the fabulous world of fashion, you’ve got to learn to speak the lingo (that’s a witty word for language).
Match these fashion-friendly words to their meanings and you’ll soon be an industry insider (that’s fancy
for expert)!

A FANCY DAY WITH NANCY
Nancy loves fancy words. Can you help her finish this story by adding your favorite words?
Use the fanciest words you can think of, then share your story with your friends!

Fancy Nancy and _________ were playing ___________ in the _________.
(your name)

(favorite activity)

(favorite place)

It was their favorite thing to do. Fancy Nancy picked up a/an ____________
(fashion accessory)

and put it on her ________. She looked ________. Then Nancy had a/
(body part)

(fancy adjective)

an __________ idea. Since they both looked so _________ Nancy thought
(fancy adjective)

(fancy adjective)

they should have a fashion show for their family and friends.

Nancy decided to _____________ down the _________ carpet they set up in
(fancy action word)

(favorite color)

the ___________. Then it was _________’s turn to __________ down
(2nd favorite place)

(your name)

(fancy action word)

the ___________ carpet. They both had the most ____________ day ever!
(2nd favorite color)

(fancy adjective)
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BALLERINA LINGO

The world of ballet is filled with fabulous French words. How chic! Get to know the lingo (that’s a fancy word for
language) by matching these words to their meanings. You’ll be sounding like a professional ballerina in no time!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

7.
8.
9.
10.

A . A leap from one foot to the other

ARABESQUE

D. Ballet performance

JETÉ

B. One leg stretched straight out to the back

LEOTARD

E . To raise both heels to their points

BARRE

C. A twirl while standing on the toe or ball of one foot

PIROUETTE

F. To bend the knees

RELEVÉ

I. A graceful bow

RECITAL
PLIÉ

TUTU

G. A fancy ballet skirt
H. A wooden railing used for dancers
to warm up on

J. Ballerina apparel

Answers: 1. I, 2. A, 3. H, 4. B, 5. J, 6. C, 7. D, 8. F, 9. E, 10. G

6.

CURTSY
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